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violence on the screen and behavior - Video Games and Child Aggression. " Violent Video Games Are Linked to
Real-World Violence." Popular Culture.

For example, mental illness, adverse environments, and access to guns are all risk factors of aggression and
violence. The child may steal money to pay for the time that he spends in the internet club. Anders Behring.
According to Jill Adams , it can be said that there is a psychological portrait of gamer: a teenager, that is
immersed in the virtual world and ignoring all external events, very often such child has not been adapted to
life in real world. Aggressive behavior is measured by scientists in a number of ways. Read why food allergies
in children are on the rise Her advice to parents? Diana Zuckerman and other senior staff. Games such as,
Grand Theft Auto, Saints Row, and Call of Duty, are examples of violent video games that may have had a
part in a number of issues caused by these video games. Moreover, I would like to say that such specialties as
computer programmers and web-designers are the most demanded and highly paid nowadays. Moreover, it
should be noted that in their passion to video games, children prefer to play in violent video games with a lot
of blood and aggression. More particular, is the effect that violent video games may be having on children. Ch 
Video games don't create killers and murders. In my opinion this is a debate question and there are a lot of
opinions concerning this issue. Thus, the results and assumptions from this study cannot be taken as prevailing
arguments. Although there isn't any authoritative proof that video gaming causes violence, it would be
irresponsible for people to claim that violent games have no effect on people's behavior. With that being said
the topic is still rather new in terms of its effects but its effects on children can currently be measured. Policy
In the aftermath of the Parkland shooting in Florida in , policymakers are again questioning the influence of
violent video games. That's obviously up to a person's opinion. According to a study published in by the
Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, violent video games awaken a state of irritation. The industry is
very unique in terms of entertainment because players are transported into the game its self essentially
becoming part of the script And children can easily be accessible to media that is not appropriate for their age.
Anderson et al. As a fact, on this stage the child is completely lives in the virtual world and considers that this
is his real life and the real world is a fiction. Researchers are affirming that crime rates have been unstable,
increase and decrease depending on the media. On the contrary, it is a popular beliefs that violence video
games does indeed causes teenagers to displayed unpleasant behaviors and actions because that is what they
learned and observed from the games. Nevertheless, experts agree that adults can not simply deny children
play video games. They both have rating in which show the level of mature content is in the production or
game, but the ratings for games are not always followed. Violent video gamesâ€¦. Excessive gaming leads to
unhealthy lifestyle, so parents should do their best to control this habit and choose the games for their children
very carefully.


